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Abstract
Monte-Carlo sphere model is further extended to the ex-

trinsic time-dependent-dielectric-breakdown (TDDB) by in-
corporating the well-known "effective oxide thinning" concept.
This paper demonstrates for the first time that the defeit-
related extrinsic TDDB is also statistics in nature as the in-
trinsic one, and is characterized by the defective area and the
effective thickness as well as their probability density defining
a specific defect size used in simulaion. The experimental bi:
modal or even multi-modal characteristics can be adequately
reproduced in terms of these parameters. Furthermoie, the
Monte-Carlo simulation in the extrinsic regime is found io be
sample size related, suggesting that care should be taken when
evaluating extrinsic TDDB data in a real manufacturing pro-
cess.

Introduction
The time-dependent- dielectric-breakdo wn ( TDDB ) of thin

oxides is one of the major reliability issues in scaled CMOS
technologies. The oxide wearout can be regarded as a pro-
cess of the electron trap generation during stress, eventually
Ieading to a breakdown event. Recently, a Monte-Carlo (MC)
sphere model for this trap generation process has succesj"Uy
explained and reproduced the experimentally observed thick-
ness and area effects [1],[2]. However, their simulations had
not dealt with the extrinsic TDDB that is far more importarrt
in a real marrufacturing process concerning the early failure.
This paper for the first time incorporates the ,,effective oxide
thinning" concept [3] into the MC sphere model. As a result,
the extrinsic or "8" mode characteristics can be reproduced
with a clear picture of defective severity and its 

'niformityacross the wafers and lots.

MC Sphere Percolation Simulation

4 MC sphere percolation simulation program[2] based on
the algorithm addressed in [t] is adopted for both in[rinsic and
extrinsic TDDB. Unless stated elsewhere, the TDDB is repre-
sented by the critical electron trap densit V Nr which triggers
the breakdown event as explained in [1],[2]. The schemitic
diagram is shown in Fig.l. Fig. 2 showi the simulated intrin-
sic TDDB distributions for different oxide thicknesses down to
tox : 1.6 nm. These distribution lines tend to saturate for
tox ) 2.5 nm as can be seen more clear in terms of modal val-
ues in Fig. 3. such saturation behavior is consistent with the
ultimate thickness ]imit for breakdown[+]. As to the extrinsic
MC simulation, first we set eflective oxide thinning Atox to
a fixed value in all trials. The results are shown to be shifted,
with the accompanying change in slope, frorn the intrinsic case
in Fig.   (a) and (b) for tox :4 and G nm,respectively. That
means that all samples with the same quality exhibit no bi-
modal characteristics, even though the ireas of the "effective
$efectq" are only - lOTo of the total areas. Further looking
into Fig. 5, the modal value decreases drastically until the
effective ultimate thickness limit is encountered as revealed in
Fig. 2 and 3.

The area Ao and thinning Atox of the ,,effective defects"
can both be randomly generated. In other words, the feature
size of the "effective defects" varies among samples and are de-
scribed by the probability density functiln. Ho*"rrer, in this
paper, only Atez6 is treated as a random variable for simplic-
ity. Probability density versus atox with sample size or tri.l
number of 30,000 is shown in Fig. 6. The randomly generated

Atox agrees well with the analytical expression: exp(b.Atox)
where b is responsible for the slope of the distributions. Both
the randomly generated and calculated Atox are normalized
to the corresponding values with Atox : 0. Also in this fig-
nre, Atox.MAx denotes the possible maximun effective oxide
thinning. The simulation results with b = -1.6, -1.1, and -0.6
nrn-' are shown in Fig. 7 for tox = 6 nrnt Atox.trax - 5
nm,, artd sample size of 3,000. The bimodal characteristics are
successfully produced with a clear picture of defective status
among samples. Fig. 8 illustrates how the sample size infl.u-
ences the extrinsic distributions. b : -0.6 nm-r for all cases
ig this figure. [t is clear that sample size affects significantly
the distributions only for thinner Atox.max of 3 nm. Note
that for Atox.wrax : 5 nm the magnitude -4.5 in Weibull
scale at Nr - LOrs. cm-3 correspondi to a cumulative per-
centage F of about f , indicating that the sample size of either
3,000 or 30,000 is much larger than gl. Thus, a stable, reliable
distribution results. On the other hand, for Atsy.*rex : J
nnc, the results show the sample-size-limited characteristics.
Again, -8 and -10 in Weibull scale at Nr - l0re crn-3 corre-
spond to cumulative percentages F of about #eo "na #,respectively. In real world, it is not easy to have sample'size
large enouslr to reflect all kinds of defective status correctly.
Therefore, the extrinsic TDDB data in real manufacturing pro-
cesses should be carefully interpreted. Experimental results
can be compared between each other only under the same sam-
ple size with all data from above the certain value in weibull
scale.

Experiment and Comparisons

The test devices in our work were fabricated in a 0.ZE
pnz CMOS process with different oxide growth techniques(set
1) and with different areas(set 2). Set f and 2 *eie fio-
different lots. Data were fitted as explained in the caption
of Fig. 9.. The fitting parameters of set 1 devices -" b :
-3.1 nm-' and Atox.MAx : 3 nrh, and b : -0.8 nrn-l ald
Atox.uex : 1.35 nm for gate oxides grown in wet and dry
Oz ambient, respectively. Apl4ox = I/g as well. For botl
devices of set 2, b : -O.3 nm-', Atox.prAx :0.8 nrn and
Ao lAox = 1/18. Fitting of DryO(l)A device with alternative
parameteres of b : -2.4 nm-r and Afox.MAx = 2.2 nm is
shown in Fig. 9(b). As explained earlier, parameters used in
Fig. 9(a) evaluates the experimental data Eetter than those in
Fig. s(b).

Conclusion
Monte-Carlo sphere model is for the first time extended and

successfully reproduces experimental extrinsic TDDB. The
sarnple-size limited characteristics clarified by the improved
model Tgqeft that care be higtrly taken when evaluating ex-
trinsic TDDB data in a real marrufacturing process.
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Fig. I The three-dimensional oxide stnrchre on
which the sphere-based Monte-Carlo peroolation
simulation is performed for breakdown. The
transition reglon t acoourss for the strained
tayer(:O.S nm). \\e effective oxide thinning
cubic has an area Ao and thiokness lilox. Aox :
30 X30 n^2 fo, simulation.
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Fig. 6 Probability density diskibution generated

inthe Monte-Cado simulation, oomparedto the
designated e4pression ere(b . Atod. It is olear

tllm;t a trial number of 30,000 exhibits good
uniformity and follows the o<pression wel[.
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Fig.2 Monte-Carlo simulation in inhinsic
mode(trfiox:0). The distribution lines tend
to satrate for the oxide thickness less than
around 2.5 nm. Also shov,rn (lines) are the
calculation results from the published
model [21.
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Fig. 7 Simulation results with respeot to three
different b's. The smaller the absolute value
of b, the bigger weiglrting (percentage) the
samples with large oxide thinning. Here,

Atsxlir,( and AD are 5 nm and 100 nm',
respectively.

Fig. 9 Comparison betweeNr charge-to-
breakdown e4paiments (symbols) and
oalsulations (lines), showing in part nioe
reproduotion by the Monte-Cado percolation
simulation The arrows in (a) indioate the
data points that could be suffered from
sample size limited problem. In O),
alternative fitting parameters ato ohosen to
include more data points at the sactifice of
deviation in the medium Qp regime for

(a) DryO(l)Aunder 0.5 A/c# stress.
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Fig. 3 Modal values of N1 versus oxide
thioknoss minrs 2t for trap radius 10.45
nm in Monte-Carlo simulation. The
ultimate thiokness limit is clearly seen.
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Fig. 4 Simutation results with respect to fixed Atox for (a) tox = 4 nm and (b) ts1 = 6 nm.

Accordingto the results, the oxide thinning oauses not only a shift but also a ohange in slope of
the dishibutions. No bimodal characteristios are seen forthe cases of fixed Atox
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Fig. 5 Modal values ofNl versus fixed Atql
corresponding to Fig. 4.
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Fig. 8 Sample size or trial number limited ohar-
asteristics of the exhinsic breakdown. The
hustability of the extrinsic distribution is
skongly related to the sample size as well as its
oorresponding value in Weibull scale.
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